DETECTION OF RING ARTIFACTS IN COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHIC IMAGES
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ABSTRACT

In X-ray Computed Tomography, ring artifacts can be caused by imperfect elements in a detector or also by defects or impurities in the scintillator’s crystals. The artifacts appear on Computed Tomographic images as concentric rings superimposed on the images of the structures being scanned. The presence of such artifacts significantly complicates the post processing techniques such as noise reduction, binarization, or segmentation of image information. The efficacy of these techniques depends on the consistency of the method of classification and detection of ring artifacts. In this paper we present a simple, fast and efficient method to detect ring artifacts on Computed Tomographic images in the Polar domain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The x-ray images used to generate the tomographic images are generated first by exposing the patient to a fan-shaped x-ray beam and then detecting the projected image on a thin semicircular, digital x-ray detector. The patient is placed between the source and the detector, which is configured with its geometric center located at the x-ray source. Each image is an x-ray projection of a very thin transverse slice of the body. To collect the multitude of x-ray projections necessary to generate a Computed Tomographic (CT) image, both the x-ray source and the detector rotate around a patient within a supporting gantry. While the source and the detector rotate, images are collected and stored. As in a traditional x-ray, the signal levels in the image slice represent the relative radio density of the patient along a line from the x-ray source to the corresponding pixel location.

The tomographic CT images are corrupted by concentric rings called ring artifacts. These ring artifacts change width and intensity depending on the phenomenon they are generated with such as:

- Detector’s defective elements such as dead pixels in a CCD with nonlinear responses.
- Incoming intensity creating sharp rings in the reconstructions of width of one or two pixels [1].
- Anomalies in screen scintillator (scratches, dust...) [2].
- Beam instabilities provoking wider and less marked rings instead [3,4].
- Other causes arise from monochromator [2] or due to the thermal processes of CCD [5].

In particular, we intend to apply our method to synchrotron micro CT images obtained at the ESRF. The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) is the most powerful synchrotron radiation source in Europe. A synchrotron is a
stadium-sized machine that produces many beams of bright X-ray light. Each beam is guided through a set of lenses and instruments called a beamline, where the X-rays illuminate and interact with samples of material being studied. CT images produced by ESRF are often corrupted by ring artifacts (figure 1).

The presence of these ring artifacts on images corrupts the pixel’s gray values and makes it difficult to use the image whether in reducing noise or in realizing segmentations [6].

These artifacts are corrected by different techniques:

- The Flat-Field correction [1]. It consists in acquiring background images without sample before and after the acquisition of the desired sample and sometimes during acquisition. These background images contain answers to non-uniformity of incident X-rays, scintillator and detectors. The artifacts are not completely eliminated when different sensors have different response functions [7, 8 & 10].
- Mask the effect of varied responses of different detector elements by moving detector array during the acquisition [9].
- Image processing techniques that identify the ring artifacts and remove them by using filtering and smoothing techniques [6, 11, 13]. These image processing techniques are applied directly to the sinogram or to the reconstructed image.

The first and the second correction techniques are based on experimental measures; therefore, they are limited by various parameters such as the nature of the ring artifact and variability of various acquisition organ responses. It is difficult to remove all ring artifacts and have most reconstruction quality solely by using those experimental techniques. Consequently we need to integrate the image processing techniques to exceed the limits of correction of experimental methods.

The third technique presents the image processing methods. These methods perform image processing on sinogram image formed by the acquired projections, or perform image processing on the CT image after reconstruction from the sinogram. They improve the quality of ring artifact removing methods.

The main objective of this research work is to develop efficient method to identify and detect the ring artifacts in a CT image. A precise identification of the ring artifacts allows improving the ring artifacts removing methods. Our method was tested on CT-images and the experimental results proves that the detection of ring artifacts is global as discussed in section 4.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the literature, there are two types of image processing methods:

- A first type of methods known as sinogram processing methods, which consists in applying image processing to the sinogram image as proposed by [3, 4, 5, 12, 15-26]. The method presented in [3] is based on wavelet and Fourier combined transformation applied to the corrupted sinogram. This combined wavelet-FFT filter represents a powerful approach for a large variety of stripe artifact removal problems. But the authors conclude that, the presence of few stripe artifacts induces to a small loss of sinogram information. This lost affects the CT image, reconstructed by using the sinogram information. The article [5] is based on the theory of inverse and ill-posed problems. The authors minimize the impact of the smoothing Tikhonov’s functional used with conjugate gradient method. This minimization is still limited to eliminate all ring artifacts. [12, 15] calculate the sum of corrupted sinogram rows, and smooth the curve of this sum. These two methods use normalization procedure that is weak to eliminate the varying intensity ring artifacts [15, 19-21]. In [17], authors detect the positions of corrupted pixels by using the flat-field image. This method is effective to remove the ring artifacts from a 3-D CBVCT image, but it is weak to remove ring artifacts from micro-CT image [1]. [18] shows that the method is effective for correcting ring artifacts having constant intensities independently of the rotation angle. The method in [19] is based on the center weighted median filter applied on sinogram rows, also, [20] applies a morphological filter, when [23] applies the WMA/VWMA filters. These three methods [19, 20, 23] cannot suppress effectively the ring artifacts with variable intensity. Authors in [21] create a sub-sinogram, where they exploit the polyphase concept to locate the strip artifacts of the sonogram. This method is adapted for the strong ring artifacts.

- The second type of methods known as post processing methods, apply image processing on the CT image after reconstruction, as proposed in [6, 26-28, 30]. In [6] authors transform the CT image to the polar geometric plane, and then they extract the template vector of the stripe...
artifacts from the polar CT image. This method uses five morphological operations: thresholding, dilatation, masked erosion, erosion and masked dilatation to get a binary image that serves as ROI to correct the ring artifacts. The methods in [26, 27] are based respectively on median and mean filters applying in different geometric planes (Cartesian coordinates and polar coordinates). Authors in [26] show that the application of the filters in polar coordinates is more effective than the application of the same filters in Cartesian coordinates. However, performing the difference between the median filtered image and the thresholded image is not sufficient to identify low intensity ring artifacts.

The result of these image processing methods is a corrected CT image which is supposed to be free of ring artifacts, but none of the image processing methods is appropriate to correct all ring artifacts as it is showed by the comparative study part in the article [1].

The weakness of these methods to eliminate all ring artifacts is due to the variety of the ring artifact aspects, e.g., ring artifacts with varying intensity, ring artifacts near to/far from the center of the CT image, ring artifacts in micro-CT image, ring artifacts superposed near to the edges of different contrast background. For example, methods presented in [3, 6, 26, 27] are weak to eliminate varying intensity ring artifacts. Furthermore, these image processing methods, often leads to distortions in the corrected image; it requires more precise filtering techniques to avoid treating appropriate pixels as artifact pixels, causing Data loss.

The performance of correction methods depends on the efficiency of classifying and detecting artifacts. This research paper proposes a new method that consists in transforming ring artifacts into a strip artifact, by transforming image from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates [14] that are more easily to study and then we proceed to detect all pixels of all aspects of ring artifacts. Such detections will subsequently be used to make local and adaptive correction methods on original image to eliminate ring artifacts independently of their aspects, and avoid inducing blurring or other processed artifacts in the outcomes.

Thereafter, we use following notations:

- $f(x,y)$ is the original CT image corrupted by ring artifacts.
- $g(r,\theta)$ is the polar image obtained after transforming $f(x,y)$ from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates.

3. MATÉRIEL AND METHOD

In original CT image $f(x,y)$, the artifact pixels are grouped in the form of a ring. In polar CT image $g(r,\theta)$, the artifact pixels are grouped in the form of strips. In this paper, the pixels forming ring or strip artifacts will be called artifact pixels. The detection of Artifact pixels is simple and better in the polar domain. After polar transformation, each ring artifact in CT image $f(x,y)$, becomes a strip artifact in polar CT image $g(r,\theta)$, with the same width and grayscale. In this work, we propose a new strip detection scheme that detects strips in polar CT image.

As an illustration, figure 1 shows a CT image $f(x,y)$ taken at ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility) [4], corrupted by ring artifacts and the polar CT image $g(r,\theta)$ after transforming in polar domain, we can see clearly that rings in $f(x,y)$, become strips in $g(r,\theta)$.

**Figure 1**: Image in the left shows a CT image $f(x,y)$ corrupted by ring artifacts in Cartesian coordinates. Image in the right shows polar CT image $g(r,\theta)$ that represent $f(x,y)$ in polar domain. $g(r,\theta)$ is corrupted by strip artifacts.
Subsequently, the artifact pixel detection will be in polar domain by exploiting properties of strip artifacts in polar CT image. We will study impacts resulting of strip artifact properties.

2.1 The Impact of the Artifact pixel in polar CT image $g(r,\theta)$

A strip creates vertical discontinuity on polar CT image as shown in figure 2-a, in the same figure, a zoomed part of a strip is represented in the red frame, this shows that strip artifact is divided into 2 equal width bands, one band with grayscale values which is darker than the surrounding area, another band with grayscale values which is clearer than the surrounding area.

The impact of a strip artifact is divided into two bands that we called a dark band and a clear band:

• Dark band: artifact pixels belonging to this band are subject to a decrease of their intensity values. Those pixels appear darker than other pixels.

• Clear band: artifact pixels belonging to this band are subject to an increase of their intensity values. Those pixels appear clearer than other pixels.

As an illustration, figures 2-b/c/d/e, show different plots of $g(r,\theta)$ when $\theta$ is constant and $r$ varies in different intervals that contain artifact pixels. In other words, these plots show intensity values (grayscale level) of selected parts from different lines in the polar CT image.

Plots in figure 2 show also the oscillation (intensity variation) caused by the presence of a strip artifact in a polar CT image area. We note that the variation of intensity values in artifact pixels is higher than the variation of intensity values in surrounding appropriate pixels; as illustrated in figure 2-b, the variation of intensity values in artifact pixels looks like:

• A brief overshoot in the plot of $g(r,\theta)$ caused by artifact pixels of the dark band.

• A brief undershoot in the plot of $g(r,\theta)$ caused by artifact pixels of the clear band.

Thereafter polar CT image will be transformed in order to make the strip artifact intensities uniform, by a maximal broadening of artifact, to make clearly visible, inter alia, all Strip artifacts.

The transformation consists in decreasing grayscale intensity of the artifact pixel to zero value (dark pixel) if the artifact pixel belongs to artifact pixels presenting local minims, and increasing grayscale intensity of artifact pixel to a value of 255 (white pixel) if the artifact pixel belongs to artifact pixels presenting local maxims. After this transformation, the result image will be called $M_g(r,\theta)$ that represents the polar CT image.
g(r,theta) after the variation of some pixel intensities including artifact pixel intensities. The changed pixels will be called “marked pixels”.

Figure 3-c shows the polar CT image with marked strip artifacts that have the same grayscale intensity. Also, we can see change in grayscale appropriate pixels, due to marking appropriate pixels as artifact pixels.

To keep only strip artifacts marked, we need to add another property which is the linearity of artifact pixels.

2.2 The Impact of Strip artifact linearity in Marked polar CT image Mg(r,theta)

After marking artifact pixels, by unifying their grayscale intensities, we are using linearity property of these artifact pixels that form strip artifacts.

At first, in image g(r,theta) we proceed to sum the grayscale pixel values of each column.

\[ s(r) = \sum (g(r,\theta)) \]  

The Plot of s(r) shown in figure 3-d allows to visualize strip artifacts position ‘r’ in polar CT image [12]. In s(r), strip artifact positions (columns) correspond to local minima and maxima positions in plot of s(r). This proceeding shows weakness to detect low intensity strip artifacts.

Next, we use same proceeding (sum of the grayscale pixel values of column ‘r’), this time in marked polar CT image Mg(r,theta).

\[ sa(r) = \sum (Mg(r,\theta)) \]  

The Plot of sa(r) illustrated in figure 3-e allows to visually determine strip artifacts position ‘r’, even those with low intensity.

Strip artifacts correspond to the extrema in the plot of sa(r) shown in figure 3-e. Every extremum sa(r) corresponds to a unique position ‘r’ in the polar CT image.

Till now, the determination of the strip artifacts position from the plot of sa(r), is manual and based on visual check. Even if the determination is manual it shows efficiency to find all strip artifacts.

Thereafter, sa(r) will be transformed to have a stable linear trend and help apply a threshold criterion and finally get an automatic detection of strip artifacts.

2.3 Transforming sa(r)

We note Tsa(r) the transformation of sa(r). Tsa(r) maintains the same oscillations in sa(r), with stable linear global trend. The transformation expressed by the formula below contains the moving average of s(r) that we express as a convolution with a mask filter m, and contains the arithmetic average of sa(r) that we express as a convolution with a mask filter M.

\[ Tsa(r) = sa(r) – s*r \]  

Figure 4 shows plots of s(r), sa(r) and Tsa(r). After the transformation, we can see that the overall shape/trend curve of s(r) becomes linear and horizontal in Tsa(r), we see also that all oscillations in s(r) were preserved in Tsa(r).
This new form of Ts(r) allows us to apply a threshold criterion and get an automatic detection of strip artifacts. Application of two adjustable thresholds, as shown in figure 4, allows determining strip artifacts, depending on their intensities and widths.

By applying threshold 1, we select local minims (encircled ones in figure 4) that represent dark bands of strip artifacts. In the same way, by applying threshold 2, we select local maxims that represent clear bands of strip artifacts; also, by adjusting threshold 1 and threshold 2, we can detect more dark or clear bands. In some cases, the dark band in a strip artifact is more intense than the clear band; therefore, it is not necessary to detect the clear band in order to correct it.

The used thresholding is flexible and allows detecting more precisely the band (dark or clear) that we judge necessary to correct.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As already mentioned, a good ring artifact correction, must remove all ring artifacts from the CT image, regardless their aspect, thereby, the detection method must locate all these ring artifacts aspects. The different aspects of the ring artifacts that we find in literature are:

- Ring artifact in micro-CT image that affect the quality of microscopic details.
- Ring artifact in the center of the CT image.
- Ring artifact with varying intensity depending of rotation angle: a part of the ring artifact has a high intensity, when another part of the same ring artifact has a low intensity.
- Ring artifacts locate at the edge of two different contrast mediums.

In the following, we apply our method of ring artifact detection to a CT image that contains all the mentioned ring artifact aspects. The left image in Figure 5 shows a micro-CT image of a human core sample, with a pixel size of 1.4 µm. We can see in that micro-CT image, ring artifacts in the center, ring artifacts with varying intensity and ring artifacts at the edges of high contrast and low contrast mediums, we see also, ring artifacts with unchanging high/low intensity.

The evaluation criteria is based on how is the method of detecting is efficient to locate all these ring artifacts aspects. In our case, we visually judge the quality of detection because we haven’t a corrected image resulting from an image processing, on which we apply objective indices as the conventionally used peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).
To evaluate the result of the ring artifact detection, we must evaluate if the detected ring artifacts using our method really exist in the CT image. In first we create a binary mask to highlight the detected ring artifacts and to better appreciate the efficiency of our detection method, we used a binary mask to the polar CT image. This mask makes black the detected artifact pixels that belong to the dark band of the strip artifact, and it makes white those that belong to the clear band of the strip artifact. The mask has no effect on the original pixels of the CT image. After applying the mask, we obtain a polar CT image with “black and white marking” of strip artifact pixels; thereafter we transform the polar CT image from the polar coordinate to Cartesian coordinate to have a CT image with black and white marking ring artifacts. In figure 5, the image in the right side shows the micro-CT image containing the different ring artifact aspects after applying the detection and the binary mask adjusted to chosen thresholds.

![Figure 5: Original CT image before (left) and after (right) detecting and marking ring artifacts](image)

Figure 5 shows the original CT image corrupted by ring artifacts and the resulting image after applying our method that marks ring artifacts. The threshold adjustment applied to detect artifacts is chosen to show ring artifacts regardless of their width and intensity.

The image after the detection puts in evidence all ring artifacts, including the one in the center of the micro CT-image.

To better see the quality of the detection, we proceed to a visual comparison of a central region of the CT image, where we are applied a detection and a marking of ring artifacts only on a quarter of the selected region. After zooming, the result is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6 above shows the central region of the micro-CT image, on which we applied our detection and marking method only in the top right quarter. It also shows that the ring artifacts which we see in the appropriate regions of the CT image have been marked in the top right quarter.

A simple quantitative comparison in the figure 6 consists in manually counting the ring artifacts that we see, and compare the manually counted number $N_m$ to the number of the detected ring artifacts $N_d$. We find that $N_m = 78$ when $N_d = 66$, therefore, in figure 6, we have detected 84% of the existed ring artifacts, knowing that we can detect more ring artifacts if we vary the threshold already selected.

We notice that our method has succeeded the detection of ring artifacts on the center, when the other methods in [17, 26] failed. These methods fail to remove ring artifacts in the center of the CT image, which is also the center of the ring artifacts, because in the center of the image ring artifacts follow each other and they are very close, so most of the CT image details are lost in the center of the image.

The methods in [17, 26] use the neighboring pixel grayscale values to locate the ring artifacts, in the center, most of the neighboring pixel grayscale values are corrupted, so the ring artifact location and correction fail. The strength of our method is the precise definition of the ring artifact in 3.1
It was noted that the intensity of the ring intensities in the micro-CT image shown in figure 6 are low, this has enabled us to test the precision of our method and confirm that the quality of detecting low intensity artifact by making threshold is more rigorous.

The detection of varying intensity ring artifacts is also experimented, and the result is shown in figure 7. This figure present a part of the original micro-CT image that contains two ring artifacts with varying intensities depending on the rotation angle, these two ring artifacts are detected and marked by the binary mask as shown in the tight image of the figure 7.

It is clearly proved the efficiency of our method to detect the varying intensity ring artifacts when the methods in [12, 15, 19, 20, 23] fail to detect and remove these artifacts.

The problem of detection varying intensity ring artifacts is the same of detection low intensity ring artifacts, because when we compute the sum curve of the corrupted image as in [12, 15], the sum value of the row that contains low intensity stripe artifacts is close to the sum value of an appropriate row without artifacts, So we cannot distinguish between a row with artifacts and a row without artifacts based on the sum curve technique.

In our method we “amplify” the grayscale value of suspected pixels by decreasing and increasing the original grayscale pixel values, to make uniform the pixel values in the same ring artifact presented in 3.1.

In regards to some ring artifacts at the edges of two contrast objects as shown in figure 8, the ring artifact are more shown as the black circle when it is in the clear part of the image, but when the ring artifact is in the dark part of the image, it is more shown as a white circle.

The ring artifact as defined in 3.1, shows that it contains two sides, the undershoot side and the overshoot side. The undershoot side is more...
visible in the clear part of the CT image when the overshoot side is more visible in the dark part of the CT image. This description of the ring artifact allows us to better detect these rings regardless of the medium.

Our detection method is very efficient to found all ring artifacts. It also allows the user to choose the degree of precision in detection.

Our method to detect ring artifacts was applied on different CT images produced in ESRF and corrupted by ring artifacts. These rings have different intensities, widths and aspects. So we make different detection with different threshold adjustments to see what our proceeding is capable to found; thereafter we present detection in original CT images in Cartesian domain with different threshold adjustment.

We have tested our method with different threshold adjustments applied on six different CT images produced in ESRF. The figure 9 below shows these results that we obtained. Also, it shows that we can apply different level of detection for the same CT image.

5. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

The methods used in the literature can be improved to better correct the ring artifacts:

- In [3], the method is weak to suppress completely the varying intensity ring artifact. This weakness can be enhanced by adapting the wavelet-Fourier filter to take into consideration the low values of the frequency that correspond to the low intensity parts of a ring artifact by considering the variation of the gray scale level of the strip artifact when the thresholding is applied after the wavelet-Fourier transformation.
The ring corrections using homogeneity test method presented in [6] and the ring artifact correction in polar coordinates method presented in [26] fail to completely correct the ring artifacts especially the varying intensity rings that need a pre-correction before applying the two methods.

The algorithm used in [17] to reduce ring artifacts can be enhanced by using the information of the neighborhood pixels of the artifacts.

6. CONCLUSION

The adaptability and the precision of our detecting method allow users to choose the precision of detection, to correct all or some ring artifacts that they judge necessary for our CT image treatment. The correction then will be easier and more precise.

This method presents a base for many local correction methods to be explored in tomography domain, without perturbing CT image information.

The method allows detecting artifacts but it cannot classify them by their types. This classification is the subject of our future work. When the classification is completed, this would then make it possible to develop correction methods that correspond to each type of ring artifacts, and, thereafter, build a complete method that eliminates all type of ring artifacts.
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